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Style It Up! 
Color Blocking Tutorial

(for 18" dolls such as American Girl®)

Color blocking is a fun option! You can change the entire look of your 
sundress in just a few simple steps. In this tutorial, Melangell Perry and 
Stacey Graves will show you how easy it is to add or create color blocking 
using your All Buttoned Up! pattern. 

Supplies
Except for the following items, the supplies are 
the same as listed in the original pattern.

-Original Pattern: All Buttoned Up! (for 18" dolls such 
as American Girl®). Available at LoveUBunches.com.

Printing: You will need to print 2 sets of the main 
pattern pieces:

          -One set to cut up for the color blocking
          -One set for the lining

-Addtional color block fabric to work with your pattern 
pieces and matching sewing thread

A note about fabric selection: Pick fabric pieces that 
are the same weight. Cotton quilting fabric is a good 
choice.
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Let's get started !

From this.............................to this!



Color Block Examples

Design Your Own Color Block

Step 1: How much color blocking?

Decide how much (or how little) coloring blocking you want to do. 
***You can color block on the front and have the back a solid color or you can continue the color 
blocking on the back as well! 
*****You can color block as a border along the bottom of the dress (just like in the pattern) or you 
can color block at the top of the bodice for a totally different look!

Note: The following instructions show how to prepare and cut the front pattern piece of the pattern 
to create a color block at the top of the front of the sundress. But there are endless options for color 
blocking! Use the template below to design your own! 

Color Blocking (cont.)
Tutorial with Melangell Perry & Stacey Graves
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Color Blocking (cont.)
Tutorial with Melangell Perry & Stacey Graves
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Step 1: How much color blocking? (cont.)

Before you cut your fabric, take a moment to consider how the front and back of the color block 
sections of the dress will work together.

When Melangell was working on her 
Mondrian dress, she started out with white 
fabric for both sides of the back. Beautiful, 
right?  But when she realized that the white 
strap (pictured on the left) would button 
over the blue on the front, she knew she 
had to make a change to make her vision 
come true. So... 

...She changed one back piece (right side in 
the picture below) to blue. That way, when the 
straps come to the front to button, blue will 
button on blue and white will button on white!

In this tutorial, I will show you how to make a 
color block on the upper portion of the top. 
The back is made of the same main fabric as 
the front. When the straps are brought to the 
front, the floral fabric will pop on the black 
bodice. But...

...You can color block the back to match the 
front. Totally different look!



Step 2: Prepare pattern

Measure up 5" from the bottom of the front pattern piece and draw a parallel line. Cut the pattern 
apart on that line. Then, tape the pattern pieces to a piece of graph paper (or regular paper) and 
draw in a 1/4" seam allowance. Cut out new pieces with the seam allowances.

Color Blocking (cont.)
Tutorial with Melangell Perry & Stacey Graves
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Step 3: Cut color block fabric pieces

Pin the new pattern pieces to your fabric and cut out the color block sections. For this tutorial, you 
will be cutting the fabric as follows:

Main Fabric:
Back (cut 2)

Front Bottom Section (cut 1 on fold)

Lining Fabric:
Back (cut 2)

Front (cut 1 on fold)

Color Block 

Section

Color Block Fabric:
Front Top Section 

(cut 1 on fold)

Create 
1/4" seam 
allowance

5"
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Color Blocking (cont.)
Tutorial with Melangell Perry & Stacey Graves

Step 4: Confirm your color 
blocking

Line up front pieces prior to stitching to 
guarantee that the color block piece gets 
stitched to the corresponding bottom 
piece with the correct orientation.

If you are color blocking the back, line up 
those pieces as well.

Step 6: Press seam 
allowance(s)

Press the seam allowance open. 

Step 5: Attach color block 
pieces

With RIGHT sides together, stitch the 
color block top of the dress to the 
bottom.

Do the same for the back pieces if you 
are color blocking the back.

front top
color block

RIGHT
side

front bottom
RIGHT

side

front top
color block
WRONG

side

front bottom
WRONG side

front top
color block
WRONG

side

front bottom
RIGHT

side

completed front
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Color Blocking (cont.)
Tutorial with Melangell Perry & Stacey Graves

Step 8: Make a sundress!

Your color block front is now complete and it's time to make 
a sundress! To make the sundress, turn to page 21 in the 
pattern and begin with Step 1.

Note: When you get to Step 2 (side seams) in the pattern, 
be sure to match the seam allowance at any color block 
sections. Do the same in Step 7 (back seam). You want the 
color block section to be even all the way around the dress.

Tip: To reduce bulk, trim seam allowance corners where 
ever possible.

Step 7: Quick size check

Not all fabric presses and sews the same. As 
a result, when you color block, one section 
may have stretched when it was attached. 
Take a moment and put the front pattern 
piece over your completed front. Trim any 
any irregular edges. trim any 

irregular 
edges
next to 
pattern

trim
corners
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In the 
sewing room 

with 
Melangell 

Perry!

Love U Bunches
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Color Blocking (cont.)
Tutorial with Melangell Perry & Stacey Graves

Special Thank You!
A very special thank you to Melangell Perry and 
Stacey Graves for putting this tutorial together!

Stacey Graves

Meet Melangell Perry.  I am a stay-at-home Mom to 
two wonderful teenagers. I started sewing when I was 
in elementary school. My mother taught me to sew 
Barbie® doll clothes. My daughter got her first 
American Girl® doll when she was 6 in 2008. She 
really got into them the next year and I got my first one 
in 2010. I hadn't sewn for several years when I started 
sewing AG clothes around 2012. It was so fun to sew 
for these "bigger" dolls. I currently sew for American 
Girl®, Magic Attic®, A Girl for All Time®, Hearts 4 
Hearts®, and Makie® dolls. You can find more from 
Melangell on her Pinterest page.

Meet Stacey Graves. I learned to sew at age 11 from 
a not-so-patient mother. When the Monster High Doll® 
craze hit, I became intrigued with the idea of making 
clothes to fit their weird little bodies. Most recently I've 
added my first artist resin BJD to the group of dolls I 
sew for. Many of my items are made with a 
combination of machine and hand-sewing, although I 
admit I prefer sewing by hand. Something about taking 
"one stitch at a time" creates an intimate experience 
that cannot be duplicated on machine. You can find my 
stuff at my Etsy shop traveller240.

Melangell Perry



Please and Thank You!
When you purchase a pattern from Love U Bunches, it is meant for your personal use only. You do 
not have permission to share it, resell it, or give it to someone else in any form. Selling this PDF file, its 
contents, or giving it to someone else, is wrong and violates our copyright. You may use this pattern to 
make items to sell in your online store or website, but please give credit to Love U Bunches. 

Please note that Love U Bunches is not affiliated with American Girl® or Mattel. No endorsement is 
implied.

I’d love to see what you make with this pattern! Feel free to email me a picture along with the story 
behind the picture!

Happy Stitching!

Chris Saunders

Contact Us
If you have questions regarding this pattern, please contact me at LUBpatterns@gmail.com or 
visit our Facebook page at facebook.com/LoveUBunches. Please visit our shop at 
LoveUBunches.com.
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Love U Bunches


